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Empire and Exception
Formulations

of old (sovereign, world system) and new (biopolitical, de territorialized,

neo-Hobbesian) imperial formations in the early 21st century may fail in their specific
commitments to history to be attentive to forms recasting the reason of life, distribution, and control.

I

The regional and global circulation of organs taken from one broad

set of bodies (whether

alive, almost dead, or dead) and redistributed,

scandal, piracy, rumor,

and the lattice of

denial, and fabrication that has enveloped it, have been pro-

ductively read in the terms of persistent core-periphery dynamics' and new millennial
capirahsms.' This chapter takes a diffe rent approach. Through ethnographic engagement with the social apparatus

of kidney reclistribution

in South India, I frame the

exception as a critical governmental
form. I work toward an anthropology
of
the exception that does not presume that exceptional life is and is only bare life, the
understandably

bleak and quasi-apocalyptic

post-humanism

of Giorgio

Agamben's

influential rereading of Foucauldian biopower. To illustrate different approaches to
what I am by way of contrast calling "exceptional life," I frame the distributive stakes in
transplantation

within two complementary

operability. I alternate

but distinctive concepts, bioavailability and

concept development

with ethnographic

example.

Life at a Distance
Chennai, 2000.1 am waiting outside a five-star hotel with the Medical Director of that
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City's Apollo

Hospital.

Apollo

is arguably

both

the most prestigious

and most
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successful of the thousands of private hospitals and hospital chains that appeared

in

lndia in the 1980s and 1990s and transformed inpatient care for a growing

below cabinet

constituted

AND

EXCEPTION

assault under the Indian Penal Code. Drawing on

urban
of Madras

vigorous debate in the Indian press and NGO (nongovernmental organization)
circles, as well as European and North American examples, the authors of THOA

level in Tamil

made the sale of a solid organ illegal. They mandated bureaucratic structures drawing
on localized medical expertise to specify, recognize, diagnose, and certify brain death;

middle and working class. The Medical Director used to be Director
Medical College, the most senior health bureaucrat

the body in question)

BIOAVAILABILITY,

Nadu state and, in effect, the highest one can get in medicine outside active politics.
Apollo is recasting the equation.

these were termed

On this day a different sort of recasting looms. A Bangkok-based
American
reporter for the Asian WaH Street Journal is in town covering two stories, Ford's

kidneys from bving as opposed to brain-dead persons if donors were related to
recipients in one of four permitted ways: as parents, children, siblings, or spouses.

entry into Indian high-end automobile manufacturing and Apollo's newest program
for the rural poor. We have just met: he is smart and informed and has already

And they authorized exceptions to the latter rule delimiting these four classes, to be
handled by a second set of medical-bureaucratic structures termed Authorization
Committees.

decided that nothing in India is going to disabuse him of his certainty
muster at besr C-grade globalization, but a shadow of Southeast Asia.

that it can

The three of us are heading off to the ancestral village of Apollo's founder, Pratap
Reddy, a place called Aragonda, by car some hours to the west, not too far from where

Appropriate

Authorities.

They allowed for the transplantation

of

THOA carried jurisdiction only in territories and institutions administered by the
central government. Southern and western Indian states, where the primary scandals

Rajiv Gandhi got blown up a decade earlier. Reddy has built a clinic in Aragonda

had broken, were quick to follow the central government and pass THOA or some
variant of it. As more transplant clinics appeared in the then "less developed" north

to showcase his introduction of "relemedirjns"

and east of the country, a similar pattern ensued in these states: clinic proliferation,

into rural India. A webcam

links

clinicians in the rural site with experts in Apollo's metropolitan hospitals in Hyderabad
al.ldChennai, The idea is that from now on India's rural masses will have access to topflight medical advice no matt
h
C
h
b
.
er ow rar t ey may e from ternary care resources.
The weblink was inaugurated b
I
h
·11 .
. ..
y none ess t an 81 Clinton when he was visiung
Hyderabad as President and paying a courtesy visit to Andhra Pradesh Chief Minister
and hIgh tech booster N Ch d b b Naid
h
.
. .
.
an ra a u ai u. T e stakes m telemedicine as government-integrated rural health d
I
'
eve opment programs continue to wither mayor may
not be worth engaging if R ddv i
.
.
'
e y IS serious about targetmg more than his old neighbors.
The reporter is trying to fi
if
.
gure out
Aragonda is a model for other corporate
mvestment in rural health but
hi
.
.
..
H h
.
.
'
at t IS pomt seems doubtful of its susrainabiliry,
e as gone into his hotel and th M di I .
e e lea Director and I are standing by the hospital
car t alkimg.
All my conversations at this poi t
d
b
M dr M di al
in ten
to e about transplant organs. As ex-head of
a as e c College the Medi I .
called th T i1 N duA
.. ca Drrector used to be in charge of something
e am
a u AuthonzatlO C
.
law forbiddin
l'
n ommIttee that allowed for exceptions to the
g organ sa es. I ve asked him bour I
.
in analogou
..
he i
a Out It and, like most medical bureaucrats
5 pOSlUons, e ISremarkabl
b
..
.
is explaining to
h d.
Y open a out his discomfort with the ban. He
me w y, esprte the lett
f h I
such sales tra pi
h
er ate
aw, he felt it was more ethical to let
ns Ire, to pus the exception to its extreme.

increased competition,

experimentation with procedures ensuring a steady supply of

kidneys, the routinized recruitment of donors and sellers, the proliferation of brokerage forms, and the spiral of accusation, scandal, aod audit, followed by the passage of
some version of THOA.4
In most cases when a state initially set up a new Authorization Committee, a brief
post-scandal period of "strict" observance in which exceptions were seldom granted
was followed by the liberalization of the exception to cover most appeals. Authorization Committees

required an application and formal interview with donor and

recipient. As procedures

for evaluating legitimate

physicians, brokers, and patients' associations found ways to coach sellers and
other persons who might be considered vulnerable to coercion - servants and poor
relations - with the necessary
Authorization

Committee's

had been during

In 1994 - in the face of Widely publicized
.
.
physicians were accused f . ki
scandals In Bombay and Bangalore, in which
o trtc ng a person' t
'.
of India passed the Tran I.
In a glvmg up a kidney - the Parliament
sp anration of Hum nOd
a petiod of ambiguity. b ".
a
rgans Act (THOA). The Act ende
. e ore It, forensic
th "
question of whether d
au onues responded variously to the
onor nephrectom
y as a nontherapeutic operation (for

80

answers for the interview. Within a year of an

establishment,

the pre-THOA

it paradoxically became easier than it

era for clinics and brokers

to negotiate

kidney

sales and to avoid state audit and criminal accusation.
More precisely, it was easier than ever for clinics with Indian-looking patients and
Indian-looking donors. Committees would approve, for example, a German recipient
and Tamil

donor,

but elaborate

fictions

of patronage

and affection

had to be

Sustained, coaching was more difficult, and other payments were needed
the system. With the emergence

LOVing Exception

exception were standardized,

to

grease

of more accessible markets in China, Turkey, and

other countries, buyers and other foreign recipients increasin~ly lo~ked .elsew~ere.
Transnational circulation was replaced by overlapping diasponc circulations:
Malaysian Chinese

to China; British Indians and Pakistanis to India and Pakistan;

others. Bangladesh

and Sri Lanka emerged as major markets for Indian kidneys. The

"South Asianness'

of bodies was normalized through such regional

and diasporic

distributive fields.
. .
"caste" and "community" came .. to
W·irh these new practices of . au th onzauon.
. how families chose a donor or Sf Iler m
. ways they hitherto had not. Patricia
matter 111
81
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Marshall has described the concern of recipient families that dissimilar donors would
not get through the Authorization Committee'
Though few families 1 interviewed
expressed or demonstrated much concern with the biomorality, to use McKim
Marriott's apt concept of a transactional and "dividual" ethic," of a lower-caste
kidney being inserted into a higher-caste body, practical concerns over which
caste bodies would be able to perform the state of exception necessary for committee
approval were more common.

Conversely, with brokers'

growing

experience

BIOAVAILABILITY,

interpellated by my presence as a presumed ethical auditor _ for their practice. In
effect, these constituted a set of exceptions to the formal logic of exception under the
law of THOA: (I) One had to be ethical and not just let people die. (2) The formal
questions you were alJowed by law to ask made coaching and cheating likely and
unenforceable. (3) Politicians pressured you to make additional exceptions. (4) The
entire system was corrupt and the exception had become the norm to preserve
reasonable standards.
sovereign

protection and familial love. The sovereign state protects persons from practices
deemed exploitative and uncivilized. Out of love, family members and friends may
desire to grve a kidney to one who needs it. To prevent the moral economy
latter from degenerating into the uncivil economy
classes of kin are constituted aid
.
s norma
onors.
shutting down other life-saving'
.
fl
d
.
crrcurrs 0 ove an
IS set up.
The actual and doubled state of'

of the

of the former only four permitted
T
'
0 prevent
state protection from
fl
esh, the formal logic of exception

.
exception - eXCeptIOns to exception's formal logic
- preserves the particulars of medi t'
but i
I'
.
a ion lit inverts ove s relation to sacrifice. Out of
love. family members and friends
ill d .
.
may st
esire to give a kidney to one who needs
It. But the by now routinized thi
f h
.
e
COt
e
prospective
recipient _ summed up in a
hr
p ase I often heard to wit "wh
h Id I
b
ki
'
Y s ou
put someone llove at risk when J can just
uy a . dneyj" - is to act out cf Iov t
f
'.
.
.
'.
'J
e,
0
re
use another s sacrifice. What is of course
erase d In such equations IS the
.
f h
bvi
I·
question 0 t e seHer's sacrifice. As critically but less
a VIOUS y, what IS also erased is th
.
e question of the seller's love The first erasure
converges with Agamben's account of H
.
th
I'
I fr
omo Sacer: the seller is not only taken out of
e re anona
arne of being a erso b
..
sacrifice 7 B
h
.P
n, ur he or she IS denied the recognition of
.
ut sue
an account IS com lici
.h h
sell to support 10 d
.
P cit WIt t e second erasure. Sellers usually
ve ones, particularly in
di .
debt. The violenc if' . h
can nons of everyday or extraordinary
e, It IS t at done to th . b di .
and marginal and f
h
'..
ell' a res IS the cost of love for the poor
,
or t em this VIOlence
d hi I
'.
sacrificial. What is ex
.
I.
an t IS ave IS indeed and obviously
xCeptlOna In these·t
.
.
of indistinction in which
I"
I.
Sl uatIons IS Jess one's reduction to a zone
I po 1tlca Me and b
I'e
II
are He co apse together, but a more
82
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Though Indian transplant professionals often line up on one side or the other of
legalizing organ sales, with proponents of a regulated market calling for a revocation
of THOA,
groups.

the logic of exception

built into the Act supports

the practice of both

in

Committee members in several states agreed that the majority of appeals made to
them once THOA precedents were established were transparently commercial, and
yet they seldom turned donors down. They offered a series of explanarions _

between

EXCEPTION

articulated zone in which one trades in one's bare life - kidneys, other biomatter
order to remain a political subject of sacrifice and love."

a given region and their ability to create sustainably exceptional narratives for
clearly discordant donor bodies, caste and other performances could again diminish
somewhat in relevance.

THOA's formal logic of exception is organized as a mediation

AND

Bioavailability
The iterated opposition

of sale and gift in such debates fails to engage their common

bioavailability

the term from pharmacology;

I borrow

in brief, to be bioavailable in

my terms is to be available for the selective disaggregation of one's cells or tissues and
their reincorporation
into another body (or machine). The language of disaggregation is not offered to convey moral concern.
ability implies

a wide

range

of potentially

Like labor and marriage,

harmful

bodily exchanges,

bioavaiJand any

comprehensive sociology of its reason or futures would have to think through its
various links - metonymic, metaphoric, and otherwise - with these and perhaps
others. Like them, bioavailability

has a distinctly modern provenance overdetermined

by the longue duree of its imaginary

double - the vampiric and usurious extractions

and transposed parts that have constituted and been constituted by the body of value
and value of body. The story of bio availability that I find most useful goes something
like the folJowing.
Over the 20th century, more and more live human tissues became available for
extraction from one body followed by infusion or implantation into others, and both
routine

and

to replenish

end-stage
blood

replace failing organs

medicine

and enable
(through

became
certain

increasingly
surgeries

transplantation).

reliant

(through

on ti~sue transfer

transfusion),

One can schematically

and to
represent

this movement in terms of three technical shifts.
First: mechanical techniques for safely and effectively extracting, transporting,

and

grafting tissues were developed, in the case of renal transplantation
earl! in the
century. The work of surgical pioneers such as the Lyonnais researcher A.lexIs Ca~rel
revealed a limit to mechanical

innovation in the body's tendency to reject foreign
.
.
b y Au guste Lumiere , the senior of the two
tissue.
Carrel was supported cror a time
.
I
. liISt a fter Claude Bernard, with .a deep
cmematographer
brothers. Carre was a VIta
.
f
.. inv ention was a method solving
the
commitment
to the invention. HIS irst major
.
problem of arterial suture; that and su bsequent war k 0 n renal autotransplants III. dogs
.
eventually gave Carrel the Nobel Pnze.
By t hat
at ftim e he had left France .WIthout
.
..
.
d·
filllJshing his formal medical trainmg. ll1 ISguS ·t at the attacks he received for

He became a
attesting to cures t Iiar h e WI't n essed at Lourdes.
.'
.
.
Ch
I
Lindbergh
m
their
efforts to
of the former aviator
ar es
, .
create a tissue medium and pump to preset 've living tissue indefinitely.
.
I:.
-I.
I',
the technical problems allowing >01
As a student, Carrel was successtu 111 so vmg
..
. neck but transplanting the k1dney to a
a dog's kidney to he sllccessfully move d to Its,
a pamphlet he wrote
longtime collaborator

83
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different dog usually led to graft failure. The situation was the same for humans.
Only very close relations were bioavaiJable, and even then there was great likelihood
of graft rejection unless one had an identical twin willing and able to donate.
Bioavailabiliry.
in other words, required complete identity, a situation complexly
revisited as an element of a recognizable
century, with the premature word out on
self-described "father" of THOA, Dr. R.
reversing his earlier conviction that organ

future by diverse actors at the end of the
human cloning efforts. Elsewhere I cite the
R. Kishore of Delhi, who came around to
sales from the poor must be stopped," It's a

win-win situation, he told my colleague Malleeet Gupta and myself, "life for life."
And in a few years, the entire debate will be moot, for with cloning "I will be able to
make babies like popcorn."
Second: through the development of transfusion medicine as defensive technology
in World War 1I and the science it made possible, immunological techniques for
recognizing degrees of tissue relatedness at the subcellular level were developed.
Tissue rejection could be minimized through screening, and an effective transfusion

BIOAVA1LABILlTY,

AND
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moment of the transplant era, the recognition apparatus they developed was
not transposable to social worlds in which large-scale auditing of the almost dead
and near-instantaneous redistribution of their tissues was unrealistic. 12 Brain death
as the primary vector of bioavailabiliry
waiting list.

created the new moral economy

of the

Third: it was the most recent technical shift, the development and manufacture of
effective immunosuppressant
drugs, that made possible both the globalization of the
transplant operation

and the emergence

of multiple bioavailable populations,

nor

only the almost dead. With the invention by the Sandoz corporation, later Novartis,
of cyclosporine and its use in tandem with other agents, close matching of transplant
tissue was no longer essential. The game was suddenly not to improve the recognition apparatus but to suppress it altogether. Renal transplantation became almost as
decenrralizable as transfusion. In the 1980s, clinics around the world began to turn to
multiple, usually smaller, and more easily mobilized populations. What characterized
the mobilization and stabilization of bioavailable populations in this era was the

medicine created large-scale possibilities for the management of human hematologic
bioavailability
An effective organ transplant medicine, however, was not so readily

flexibility of these processes. Transplant centers were more competitive

achieved. In the case of most organs, live extraction was only possible by killing the
donor, as now Occurs in the current articulation by the newly entrepreneurial PRe

of recruitment from transfusion medicine along with other techniques. As far more
persons could serve as donors, bioavailability was no longer determined solely by

military of organ demand among overseas Chinese and law and order campaigns
shoring up the legitimacy of the postsocialist Chinese state through the expansion of
capital punishment. Even in the case of kidneys, there were more tissue factors to
consider than with transfusion, and correspondence between a biological match

consanguinity

(blood and tissue typing) and a social match (someone close enough,
enough, dependent enough, or desperate enough) was not yet feasible.
Transplant bioavailability came to depend on the stabilization
of potentially bioavailable recruits to ensure the likelihood

charitable

of large populations
of a match;"
The

they could ensure a constant

supply of donors, and they experimented

the more

with methods

or brain death, but additionally by economic need, by political vulner-

ability, and by frequently

gendered

moral demands of prcstation.V

The mix of these

multiple potential sites and sources of bioavailability was experimental. Common
norms of regulated bioavailability became increasingly incoherent.
Thus 1 find myself, along with my colleague Nancy Scheper-Hughes,

chronicling

an extraordinary range of marked donor populations in and across different places
and moments. In my own field and archival work I have begun to delineate as
bioavailable groups ranging across space and scale: from poor relations to loving
husbands to migrant labor, from indebted weavers after a cotton drought to small

only postwar population both large enough and available enough to enable
a transplant medicine was that of th e a lm osr d ea,db' odies still
. and yet barely alive
.
because of the development of th
il
. he.
.
event ator ill t e lace of polio. For this population
to be rendered bioavailable as the
k fM
"
.
,war
0
argaret Lock nchly Illustrates, several
technical problems required solutiIon. 11 N ew ways 0 f conr-ei
.
conceIvmg
of these bodies as
more or less dead needed to b
. I d
e arncu ate and acceded to' thus the emergence
of 'brain death" New comm
'.
h .
'
.
umcanons tee mques to mobilize a large enough
catchment of porentially alm t d d b di
.
.
os ea
0 res and rationalize their distribution were
required. And new forms oC care
d
di
'''.
'J,
new un erstan mgs of organ donation as "saving a
life despite the limited pro'
f ri k .
nuse 0 ns y, Imperfect, and frequently experimental
proce d ures, needed to be crafted
d bli
d
. .
an pu icrze . The result in effect was that accident
VICtImsand suicides became
. I I bi
.
fl'
particu ar y loavallable, but under the conditions
a arge national registries and
di
f li .
.
au its 0
vmg and almost dead bodies at
a contmemal scale. Western Eur
d
.
bioavailable fields.
ope an North America became the dominant

generates. What arc reduced to passive (or at most, weakly regulatory! players

Though many transplant profess:
I h
f .
'.
sstona s ave understandably taken the emergence
o tissue typmg with the research of P
eter Medawar and others as the originary

arc the law and other instances and agencies of the state in its current conjuncture.
Th e exception is but romplu . ir
. y: the St3k"e
es ale pUt, zoe bare life . To take the . life
~ of
th
.
d
. tr iduce the state - and specifically,
. e excepllon more seriollsly. theil, I nee to rein II
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peasants struggling
with diminished productivity after the adoption of cotton
monoculture. from prisoners in China under an entrepreneurial military to evangelicals in America and their particular comrrutments to life after life, from men in rural
villages to women in urban slums. These groupings share little except their contingent
bioavailability, organized

variously around the loving or charitable or anxious gift, the

commoditized sale or the authoritarian or covert seizure.
Studyi.ng transplantation
as a critical engine and index of bioavailability
foregrounds certain relations and not others. What matters in delineating structures
and genealogies of bioavailability is an articulation of vital technique and f~~ms of
. h
.
uriliry . and
C are Wit
ncoliberal
entrepreneurs hilp. Et hiICa1 conversation hovers around
. .
the fragile claims of deontology, or it implodes under the swiftly shiftmg ter ram of
.Ulcommensurabdilies
.
.
'1"ie d expenm
. entation with flexible bioavailabiliry
that the mrensi
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what l am calling the question of political form - as more than the site and instance of
failed regulation, I do so here in two ways: through what I term operability and,

often extensive use of available obstetric and prophylactic

technology

related to it, what we might term the medicalization

slum dwellers - their commitment, in other words, to state intervention in their lives
- was in Tamil Nadu in the 1990s mediated through invasive medical technology. 15

of politics.

Cecilia Van Hollen

contributed
For now, [ will define operability as the degree to which one's belonging to and
legitimate demands of the state are mediated through invasive medical commitment.
In my current research and writing, I engage four classes of surgical operation that
I argue have been of extraordinary importance in India in shaping a conversation we
might wish to have about modernity, reason, and the will, utilizing in addition to the
transplant the instances of sterilization, of trans- or ungendering - specifically hijra
(third gender or eunuch) castration - and of cataract surgery. To hint at the larger
concept, and why I think it can be fruitful to juxtapose different kinds of operations
(beyond their subdisciplinary relevance for an anthropology of surgery), I turn to a
finding from my earlier work on organ transplantation in South India, and specifically
to interviews with women in several slums of Chennai who had sold a kidney to the

Organ transplantation

has suggested

to the head of

expanded quickly in the south and west of India with the

advent of cyclosporme. Local bioavailability was characterized by specific relational
vectors (often but by no means exclusively or predictably parents to children,
brothers to sisters and to brothers, wives to husbands, and asymmetric gifts from
poor relations and family servants), by the expanding recruitment of urban and rural
poor as sellers, and by very little use of the new brain death. Transplantation
was
profitable and advertised the hypermodernity of a clinic: numerous centers were set
in ,Chennai, Mumbai, and Bangalore, and these began to compete for stable
bioavailable populations, In the southern state of Tamil Nadu, bioavailable populanons were recruited in urban Chennai slums and rural towns near the city of Erode.
u~

Chennai sellers were predominantly women and the rural sellers, who were recruited
for
clini directors I mterviewe
interviewed
. _Bangalore clinics ' were predorni
rrunant Iy men. Th oug h clinic
differed widely in their estim t
f hi'
,
,
a es 0 t e re atrve number of family donors versus paid
unrelated donors most agr d h
h
"
,
'
ee t at t e maJonty of donations before 1994 were
commerctal and deferred the question of post-THOA.
What intrigued me in Che
i duri
"
nnai urmg my 1998 interviews was the ubiquitous
presence for these women of·
,
,
,
a pnor operation. specificallv, everyone of the almost
thirty sellers with who
I
k h d h
'
,
,
, "
m
spo e a
ad a tubal ligation, the "family planning
operation,
The matter of th f
'
e irsr operauon came up in interviews because the
women were informed earl
in thei
I"
'
yon
that for health reasons they would
have to have had the fa 'I I' In t err en IStmg,
"
,
rru y p aiming operation In order to be able to sell a kidney,
But each in turn related that she had already had that operation.!"
I was struck not only by th
bi irv of
'
, "
"
e u IqUlty 0 the pnor operation but what I would call
Its mnmacy Its Identity with 0
'.
,
r prOXImity to the everyday. Work on poor women·s

to a broader

Xadu.:" My reading
literature.

genealogy

of accounts

of development

of the prior operation

Thus, at least as a thought-experiment

of urban

I will venture that a person

and docile bodies in Tamil
is in conversation

with this

if not the analysis of accepted social fact:

is hailed through the family planning operation

as a pre-

modern and pre-capitalist breeder for whom appeals to modern or bourgeois asceticism will be inadequate. In other words, the operation works within (among other
things) a discursive field that presumes
peasants or slum-dwellers

that the proper subjects of development

are

marked by excessive passion and limited reason, prone to

pathology rather than discipline of the will. From nationalist debates over mass will
to the past five decades of Indian family planning, the operation as a proxy for a
presumptively

failed project of reason and will has continually been asserted. Thomas

Hansen locates the genealogy of such pathology in what he terms 19th-century
British colonialism's "double discourse" - the native subject split between reasoning
elites and passionate

masses - and its extension in the "antipolitical"

governance

of

the Gandhian-Nehruvian
state, and its separation of a sublime realm of culture and
reason from the debased space of mass polincs.l" The operation is thus necessary to
remake one's

mindful

body

in accordance

with the demands

of developmental

modernity, to remake one as if one were a modern,
If the operation becomes a form through which constitutively

margi,nal, pre-

modern subjects can secure some form of modern participation in the ~~tl0n-s~ate,
, may become a critical
, ,
'
Th e trou bl e WIith viewing operability as fixed
It
desideratum.
and tragic discipline, as opposed to a far more productive and comp~ex govern~~ntality, is more than a matter of either necessity or resentment. The logic of ope~abilt~
resists both the bleak accounting

of the subaltern's

meager agency and the wm~wm

scenarios of THOA-apostate
Dr. Kishore and many bioethic~sts. To ~e opera~le IS to
submit to one's differentiation, with all possible attendant violence; 1~ so domg, one
b or h partlCipates
rrarr i
imnossibili1 Ity 0 f a uruve
iversal subiecr
and constitutes, perhaps,
in the Impossl
J
the ground

for a political future,

The Medicalization of Politics
C
_
d quotas at the national level ,in its
from enrorce
"I
recognizing the almost predictable
tarnilv planninp. part of all tnternnnona
move
,
.
-ili
Andhra Pradesh, ' a
ViOlence that can and has resulted from stCl1 Iza ti10n targets
<
• "
,
,
'I"
ion economy r-harnpioned
by Chief
state of contrasts. with its aggressIve 111OImatlo
,,'
'.
, ,
d I hl't1lself'IS "national CEO 011 MalaySia s
Minister Chandrah;Ji1L1
Naidu (who 1110 e s

India has

moved

away

C',

<,
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in Chennai by

that both the agency and governability

Kalpana Ram has examined the forms of political subjectivity and citizenship that
women's enlistment
in health development articulates'? and Darren Zook has

Operability

clinic run by famed transplant physician Dr. K, C. Reddy (unrelated
Apollo Pratap Reddy) in the face of chronic indebtedness,

BIOAVAILABILITY,
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Mahathir) and growing wealth set against increasingly impoverished

small peasants

and adivasis, so-called tribals, has held fast to quotas with a vengeance. Naidu is
frequently contrast with the populist erstwhile Chief Minister of the northern Indian
state of Bihar, Laloo Prasad Yadav. Within the logic of neoliberal expectation,
Bihar and Laloo are to backwardness and economic isolation what Andhra Pradesh
and Chandrababu are to progress and global prominence. Chandrababu has publicly
succeeded at claiming a status that former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi had sought
but failed to secure: the status, that is, of being the sovereign body identified
with the bringing of computers - and with these, global recognition and global
wealth - to India. Laloo has publicly succeeded in preserving the classic political
aesthetics of the post-Gandhian state: iterative commitments
to a recognizably

BIOAVAILABILITY,

AND

EXCEPTION

Figures of the politician's body, its sickness, and the stakes in a cure proliferate, in
India and elsewhere. Many of the Chennai women interviewed who had already had
that operation

knew of kidney failure as MGR's disease. M. G. Ramachandran

was a

wildly popular Chief Minister of Tamil Nadu, whose near death from renal failure (he
received a transplant in New York, from his niece) created a moment of statewide
crisis. But the medical identifications

of and by the leader go far beyond the overde-

termined terrain of sovereignty's bodily stakes, real and imaginary. From the late
1980s onward, increased and increasingly visible numbers of state and local politicians
avoided arrest - usually on charges of corruption
undeclared

funds - by checking

or the improper

movement

of

into a hospital. The same was true for industrialists

and others who negotiated
the new possibilities and unanticipated
limits of a
complexly liberalizing economic field. Apollo and other high-end chains became

agrarian ethos in service of particular congeries of large and small peasant interests.
Nepotism and fecundity are central to the maintenance of the Laloo image and the

known as five-star hospitals, less for the quality of their services than as they came to

interests it both instantiates and serves: when the Bihar Chief Minister was imprisoned on corruption charges, his rustic wife was brought in to replace him; and

function as five-star hotels for surprisingly large numbers of politicians and business
people. Political journalists in Delhi or the state capitals could tell you the names of

largesse and benefits (Q his many children organize and locate the gift economy of a
polity whose formal accounting is simulacrous. Chandrababu Naidu, in contrast, has
become so associated with the promotion of vasectomy that on two or three
occasions I was assured by people in Andhra Pradesh small towns that he himself
must have had one.

the doctors of all major political figures and narrate the anatomy of a political crisis

The operability of leaders has been directly at stake in the recent and extensively
publicized election of a number of Jtijras - transgendered,
or more accurately
ungendered, "eunuchs" - to municipal and state office. Like Naidu's imagined

and the space of exception

through

THOA becomes

In speeches
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of political discipline as ethical reaction,

stands less on the margins of the ethical norm than the
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A critique is not a matter of saying that things are not right as they are. It is a matter of
. pointing out on what kinds of assumptions, what kinds of familiar, unchallenged,
unconsidered modes of thought the practices that we accept rest.

Michel Foucault2

At a time of spectacular
announcements
about the completion of a draft of
the human genome _ in the twin sense of impressive achievement and media
spectacle _ it is appropriate,

indeed urgent for intellectual and civic reasons, to reflect

on the social implications of the production of knowledge on biomedicine
the human genome, on social-scientific engagements with this production,
on its transnational
early stages.'
An important

institutional

dimension

conditions

and
and

of existence. This task is still in the

is the so-called "ethical issues" associated with central

medical databases such as the Icelandic one. Recently, deCode Genetics was granted
exclusive rights to develop a comprehensive Health Sector Database on Icelanders,
folJowing controversial

laws passed by the Icelandic Parliament

in December

1998.

deCode Genetics burst on the local and global scenes with a larger biogeneric project.
the aim of which is to combine, for the purpose of locating multifactorial diseases,
clinical records

dating

back to 1915 (the Health Sector Database),

rnation, and a genealogical
well as a substantial

database

proportion

inforas

of those who have ever lived." In this chapter, we

propose to explicate (1) the transnational
90

genetic

that seeks to locate all living lcelanders,
context of the deCode experiment,

(2) the
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CULTURES OF EXPERTISE
AND THE MANAGEMENT
OF GLOBALIZATION:
Toward the Re-Functioning
of Ethnography
DOUGLAS R. HOLMES
AND GEORGE E. MARCUS

It is very striking that the classic technique devised in response to the impossibility of

understanding contemporary society from experience, the statistical mode of analysis,
had its precise origins within the period of which you are speaking. For without the
combination of statistical theory ... and arrangements for the collection of statistical
data... the society that was emerging our of the industrial revolution was literally
unknowable. I tried to develop this contrast in The Country and the City between the
knowable community,

a term lLsed with irony because what is known is shown to

be incomplete, and the new sense of the darkly unknowable ... New forms had to be
devisedto penetrate what was rightly perceived to be to a largeextent obscure... From
the industrial revolution

onwards,

qualitatively

altering a pennanent

problem,. there

hasdeVelopeda type of society which is less interpretablefrom experience-meamng by

experience a lived contact with the available articulations, including their companson.
The result is that we Itave become increasingly conscious of the positive power of
techniques of analysis,

th
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limited word, for there are many kinds of knowledge it will never give us, in any of its
ordinary senses.
Raymond Williams

In this quotation

I

from a classic book of interviews with Raymond Williams lies

the reason why ir might be difficult for cultural and social anthropologists

to extend

their mode of basic research to the worlds of financial experts, bankers, and bureaucrats, Yet. if they are to engage in an anthropology of the contemporary, and now of
a globalizing world, they must do so, as they have already been doing impressively
in science and technology studies, by making other kinds of experts their subjects
rather than being able to largely exclude them from the domain of their own research
practices by classifying them as colleagues, or "like colleagues." In our experience,
ethnographers
trained in the tradition of anthropology
do not approach the

Tongans, or the Nuer have had for anthropologists, Indeed, rarely do ethnographers
have access to the details of the everyday lives of expert subjects, Working through
the complex techniques of experts in various ways tied to the flow of money _ "the
statistical mode of analysis in context" - is of COurseone potentially valuable option
in undertaking an ethnography of such experts. But we seek to connect this sort of
inquiry to more conventionally social and cultural factors that underpinned traditional ethnography, In short, what is the anthropological
interest in studies of
domains of expertise dominated by particular forms of the statistical mode
of knowledge producrion? And how do we reclaim "experience"
to these distinctive domains?

as an analytic bridge

In the following schematic consideration of centra] bankers we want to take on
some of these questions, especially the latter ones. We believe that certain ingrained
assumptions in constituting the field of ethnographic research, especially when it
comes to experts, have to be rethought,

Is the point of doing fieldwork

among

experts to do a conventional ethnography of them? We believe it is highly unlikely
that a robust ethnography of "everyday life" can be done within these cultures of
expertise, where the public and private spheres are Strictly dernarked. If we study not
~nlythe practice of statistical modes of knowledge-making,
then what other kinds of
native points of''''
.
.
View remain to study in the domain of experts? Here we suggest a
particular sttategy for refi ti
',h' h
- me tonIng etnnograpfly around a research rclation in w 1C
the ethnographer identifies a para-ethnographic dimension in such domains of

OF ETHNOGRAPHY

domainas a way of dealing with contradiction, exception, facts that are fugitive, and
that suggest a social realm not in alignment with the representations generated by
the application of the reigning statistical mode of analysis, Making ethnography from
the found para-ethnographic

redefines

the status of the subject or informant,

asks

what different accounts one wants from such key figures in the fieldwork process,
and indeed questions what the ethnography of experts means within a broad, multisiteddesign of research. Crucial to this re-functioning is the status of the construct of
the para-ethnographic as a kind of illicir, marginal social thought - in genres such as
"the anecdotal," "hype," and "intuition" - within practices dominated by the
technocratic erhos, which in the era of integrated
serve to discipline this thoughr

global markets simply does not

of experts perhaps as efficiently as it once did,

Central Banks

informants of ethnography must be rethought as counterparts rather than "others"

Would one have gone into anthropology if one wanted to study such people or
places? The anthropologist does not study the lives of central bankers. for instance,
because they have the same kind of interest that the everyday lives of the Tikopia, the

RE-FUNCTIONING

expertise- the de facto and self-conscious critical faculty that operates in any expert

study of formal institutions such as banks, bureaucracies, corporations. and
state agencies with much confidence. These are realms in which the traditional
- as both subjects and intellectual partners in inquiry. These are technocratic
milieus in which, as suggested by Williams, that which is valued most by ethnographers - "understanding contemporary society from experience" _ is most devalued
within them.

THE

From preliminary investigation, we have chosen to pursue an illustration of the form
that the para-ethnographic
takes in the work of the personnel of central banks, The
para-ethnographic here provides, as we will argue below, a somewhat subversive. yet
' , SOCIa
' I racrs
c
' a k ey can tempotary system of technocoruroII e d , access to fugitive
111
.
craticexpertise, which conceives and produces the idea of the global as daily practice.
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of

the power of global financial flows. While, in retrospect, this recasting of the
central bank's role might be seen as an anomaly of an aberrant period of "irrational
exuberance," it still accented deeply embedded balances in modalities of knowledge

The Anecdotal amid other Genres of the Para-Ethnographic: A
Glimpse at Alan Greenspan's Practice of the Para-Ethnographic

and power practice of such banks that are bound to be further affected by the
course of growing understandings
of the globalizing contexts in which national
economies operate.

Anecdote: "Secret, private, or hitherto unpublished narratives or details .oj h~st~ry,»
"The narrative of a detached incident, or of a single event, told as bemg m Itself
interestil1gor striking. "

Pivotal to the monumental changes that have attended contemporary
agendas of
neoliberalism has been the relinquishing of the control exercised by parliaments and
legislatures over broad domains of society and economy, and the transfer of that

Oxford English Dictionary'
In an earlier

ostensibly to "the market." These strategic powers, seemingly relinquished
by politicians and government regulators and conferred on "the market" are, in fact,
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intellectually aware of the problem. It was this physical feeling, this sense in the
stomach, that he believed kept him from making dangerous or absurd statements
that might appear on the front page of the newspapers."
Greenspan realized that his arguments amounted to little more than back-of-theenvelope calculations to the PhD's on the FOMC [Federal Open Market Committee]
and the staff. Only vast models and years of statistics would convince them-a kind of
care he appreciated,on the one hand. On the other hand, he was pretty certain he was
right ... Why was there no burst of inflation?The old belief held that with such a low
unemployment rate, workers would have the upper hand and demand higher wages.
Yet the data showed that wages weren't rising that much. It was one of the central
economic mysteries of our time. Greenspan hypothesized at one point about the
"traumatized worker"-someone who felt job insecurity in the changing economy
and so was accepting smaller wage increases. He had talked with business leaders
who said their workers were not agitating and were fearful that their skills might not
be marketable if they were forced to change jobs. Janet Yellen was sympathetic to
Greenspan'shypothesis and she was deeply bothered that the Fed staff seemed too set in
their ways to engage alternativeviews of how the economy was functioning. Each staff
forecastbefore the FOMC meetings insisted that inflation was about to take off unless
interest rates increased substantially.Greenspan appearedto be going it alone ... Yellen
thought Greenspan spoke a language different from what was taught in graduate
school. Outsiders and noneconomists thought his Fedspeak was the language of
economics, but the chairman's language was higWy idiosyncratic, often not fully
grounded in the data. He was prone to take leaps. At the FOMC, Yellen noticed that
the PhD's on the committee, or some of the members of the staff, would be nearly
rolling their eyes as the chairman voiced his views about how the economy might be
changing. Nobody challenged him or dared say anything, but it weakened his hold on
the committee. Yellen told Greenspan that she might be able to find a theoretical
underpinning for his job insecurity thesis ... Working with data, graphs and some 14
complex equations, she drafted a 13-page memo that she sent Greenspan on June 10,
1996. It concluded that since workers had been paid more in the earlier years of the
1990s, the higher pay had induced them to feel greater attachment to their jobs and to
be more productive... The memo was an economically conventional way of saying
what he wanted to say. He had it circulated to the FOMCs
It is the so-called fugitive social facts in the continuously

changing contemporary

that

give rise to the SOrts of knowledge-making
among experts that can be identified as
para-ethnographic
by the ethnographer.
Woodward, among others, doesn't quite
know what to make of Greenspan's counterdiscourse which defines so much his
special qualities as a leader - as someone shaped in sensibility and habitus by the
routines of economic discipline, partial to its formalities,
to its conventional wisdom and guidance.

yet distinctively

in rebellion

Para-Ethnography as Method
The generative potential for anthropology
of the idea of the pata-ethnographic
is what concerns us in this initial formulation
of the concept. We frame the
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para-ethnogtap hie from the standpoint of the way it produces a series of distinctivef
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fmd more systematic evidence for what arises at first anecdotally. It is trying to do the
sociology or the anthropology without the aid of either one. Efforts to explore these
issues through techniques at hand are precisely what the ethnographer
looks for in
order to grasp the fugitive social.
Finally, there is the question of to what degree Greenspan operates within a global
or globalizing vision of his work as chairman of the Fed.9 Is he still very much an
operative of the nation-state, or has he become one of the "symbolic analysts" that
Robert Reich described in The Work of Nations more than a decade ago, when he
argued that there had emerged a class of elite technocrats
appointed

or elected within nation-states,

and politicians who, while

now had an international

if not global

outlook in a qualitatively different way than before. These actors stand in contrast to
mU~h of .the.ir publics, who still vestigially - as false consciousness, so to speak _ see
their affairs 10 terms of states and nations to which they belong. While Robert Rubin
and Larry Summers might be candidates for Reich's conception of the symbolic
analyst, It ISclear that Greenspan is firmly still oriented to thinking of his functions in
terms of the US econom
d
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The Beige Book

Its formal title is Summary of Commentary on Current Economic Conditions by Federal
and it is a spiral-bound report that runs to about 40 double-spaced

Reserve District,

pages, with a beige cover (hence the name). The report is published eight times a
year, about a week prior to the regularly scheduled FOMC meetings. The FOMC is
composed of the seven members of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System and five of the twelve presidents of the Federal Reserve district banks. The
president of the New York Reserve Bank is a permanent member and the other
reserve bank presidents serve one-year terms on a rotating basis. The Committee is
charged under law "to oversee open market operations, the principal tool of national
monetary policy."!"
This legal authority over the management of monetary policy, exercised primarily
through the setting of interest rates, makes the Committee one of the most - if not
the most - powerful single institutions governing financial markets. The Beige Book
is the Committee's briefing document and a means by which its members assess the
current state of the economy. Thus, this innocuous-looking document, which could
easily pass for an undergraduate
term paper, is one of the most influential and
carefully scrutinized reports on the overall U.S. economy and its implications for
global markets. We turn now to the distinctive knowledge practices of those expert
subjects who draft this document.
The material that follows is drawn from a conversation (by Holmes) with Richard
Peach, Vice-President of Research at the New York Fed, and Jason Bram, the analyst
who does the research and has written the Beige Book entry for the New York
District of the Federal Reserve for the past five years or so. The discussion took place
in December 2001 at the branch headquarters located in lower Manhattan, about two
blocks from the site of the World Trade Center.
Mr. Bram solicits accounts from a network of strategically positioned informants.
He seeks an acute anecdotal portrayal of the economy under the administrative
purview of the New York District. Significantly, there is no formal protocol specified
by the Fed for how this analysis should be undertaken. Rather, the research divisions
of each of the 12 district banks pursue

this work independently

- and, in fact,

competitively _ to provide a descriptive tableau of the U.S. economy. Mr. Bram,
working with a small staff, begins calling his contacts about a week before the report
is due and drafts the actual document

at the last possible moment

to make it as

Contemporaneous
as possible.
.
What are these "anecdotal reports"? Rather than informal observanons
asides, as the term "anecdotal"

and casual

might suggest, these reports constitute a sophisticated

means of tracking and interpreting
the economy. Mr. Bram c~ltivates hi~hly
developed "contacts"
with human interlocutors who oversee dally transactions
Within strategic spheres of the economy. These interlocutors are nor emplo~ees
of the p'e db'
r
, lit 1t1Jornunts
- b an kers , Illanufacturers , real estate brokers, and retaIlers
tions) and track store sales
W I10 transact
loans. book or d ers (dan cance Ila
,
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operate in real time, providing

engagement

with the economy.

These men and women, typically senior and mid-level managers, have access nor
merely to an extraordinary range of quantitative data, but they are constantly in
conversations with clients, customers, and colleagues: this can include auto executives walking showroom floors talking to potential car purchasers; bank executives
conversing with prospective borrowers about the state of their businesses and their
outlooks for the future; and manufacturers
discussing with their customers
their future needs in order to plan capital expenditures, By gleaning knowledge
from these interlocutors,
Mr. Bram gains access to those profound
cultural forces guiding the economy: expectations and sentiments.
This para-ethnographic

labor reveals an unusual

problem

whereby

and elusive
"expressed

near future, and that the thing to be understood, therefore, is not just "what is going
on" but some phenomenon at the very core of the capitalist system that can only
be expressed as a recent past, but not as a likely near future. This space of the
para-ethnographic,
in this sense, is not Simply an exception but seems to be a
structural feature of economies of the market type, that can be gleaned as a structure
of feeling expressed anecdotally,
It is not merely that these reports amassed by Mr. Bram provide a means to
overcome the inevitable "lag" attendant with quantitative data; rather, it is their
inherently social nature that provides these «anecdotal reports" with an agile purchase on the contemporary. And these reports would have little force if it were not
for the fact that these informants speak from an intimate, subjective sense of the
situated business practices and predicaments that they track anecdotally from day to
day, These anecdotes are not just a different kind of supplementary data; rather, tliey
have a distinctive cogency in their Own right, legitimized through a socially mediated
"native point of view." Thus, what makes these reports persuasive is the experience
of the interlocutors, their judgment, their feel. These intricate exchanges that report
on the economy in something
illustration of para-ethnography

that approximates "real time"
and its analytic purchase.

constitute

an acute

Mr. Bram's para-ethnography
yields the following kind of textual account of the
state of the New York economy in the aftermath of September 11. This sliort excerpt
is from the October 24, 2001, Beige Book and is in many respects unusual. The prior
Beige Book entry for the New York District had he en completed on September 10,
For the two weeks after the attack, the offices were closed and the research staff
almost immediately began working from their homes, calling their networks of
contacts to assess the impact on the economy. An internal document _ compiled
using essentially the same method as the Beige Book though with a larger staff _ was
generated that served as a starting point for assessing the disaster. In redrafted form,
it became the basis of the October 24 Beige Book entries,
In Mr. Brarn's restrained prose, elements of the disaster are tightly summarized.
Unfortunately, what gives this aCCOunt its power and its legitimacy _ its rich
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engagement with remarkably situated human interlocutors
report, as the following short excerpt shows:

- is edited out from the

Home sales in and around New York City have slowed drastically since the last report,
and both apartment prices and rents have fallen by an estimated 10 percent. In general,
contacts note that the high end of the market has been the most affected. Contrary to
initial post-attack

expectations,

ity rates at the end of September

Manhattan's

office market has not tightened-availabil~

were slightly higher than a month earlier. Hotels, raxr

drivers, and Broadway theaters experienced a steep falloff in business in mid-September,
but activity

has reportedly

again report

preferences" - in other words, the actual buying or lending or borrowing decisions
that have already taken place - do not capture expectations and sentiments in the

THE

delinquency

weaker

recovered

loan demand,

somewhat
tighter

in the weeks since. Finally, ba~kers

credit standards,

and moderately

higher

rates in the latest survey, taken in early Octo ber. "

Mr. Bram described his autodidactic method in terms that are familiar to an anthropologist. "It's sort of an art, you have to know the people you are talking to." "J can't put it
, , ""I t IS
' very WI.
'de open" 'l1.s you do it , I have
into a formula it is very opporturusnc.
been doing it for four or five years, you learn. When you start out you ask [a retailer]
about sales and inventories. But t h en [II earne d] you have to know how retailers think
[to interpret these numbers] ... It ,s a very su bijecuve kind of thing
" , you have to learn,
what kinds of questions to ask." "You try to find common threads, Though Mr. Bram s
method lacks a formal disciplinary identity, it yields a refined analytic engagement With
staggeringly complex economic activity and human behavior.
..
..
.
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Raymond Williams gave in 1980, he described the decline in the ptestige of experiencebased knowing with the rise of industrial societies. Yet these knowledge practices
have retained a power and elan when practiced as "craft" or "intuitive skill" by
bureaucratically powerful officials such as Greenspan. As suggested above, from their
priviJeged networks of relationships these subjects can construct representations
of
the economy, drawn from experiential material that is fundamentally different from
those representations that arise through the application of the statistical modes of
analysis. Again, what makes these anecdotal accounts something more than merely
another form of "information" or "data" is their social character _ mediated through
networks of interlocutors - conferring on these accounts distinctive authority that
can inform policy formulation and action. Jason Bram _ as a mid-level technocrat
within the research division of the New York Branch of the Fed _ can, by drawing on
the prestige of the Ll.S. Central Bank, create a similarly privileged network
of contacts. 12 Refracted through his para-ethnography
is not just a contemporaneous
take on the economic situation, but inklings of deeper transformation
in the
alignments of society and economy. It is this latter possibility that reveals how the
para~ethnographic
can be employed to further the production
of fundamental
anthropological knowledge,
As the political economy of the nation-state is effaced by transnational
forces,
conventional accounts of society as a discrete construct are increasingly superceded.
Class, status, and power no longer cleave merely to the instrumentalities
of the state;
they are unbound. The overarching interpretive challenge for the ethnographer is to
gain access - through para-ethnographic
practices of expert subjects _ to these
emergent formations of political economy. We believe that what is revealed in the
cumulative para-ethnographies

of experts such as Mr. Bram are crucial ways in which

social and economic phenomenon
are being reconfigured as global process. More
fundamentally, it is through the knowledge work of these experts that society and
economy are re-created as analytic constructs and empirical facts.

The Materialization of the Global Subject In the Design for
Multi-Sited Ethnography
This chapter
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that of British social anthropology,

would undoubtedly generate different styles of the reenvisioning of ethnography, In
any case, for us, the postulation of para-ethnography
as a variety of traditional
interpretive concerns with "native points of view" is the crucial methodological
issue that this chapter has taken up.
We have been imagining a particular strategy for the conduct of ethnography,
specific to our collaboration. It is not yet fully worked out through application to a
particular subject of study. Rather, specific elements or facets have emerged from
different research interests that we each and together have had over the last few years
- in European Rightist politics, in dynastic fortunes, in financial systems, in art
worlds, in foundations, in aristocracies, in corporations, in social movements, and,
in the case of this study, in central banking. We envision a coherent set of positions
on the conduct of ethnography
that is alternative to the still reliable traditional
localized model of a place/people-bounded
research project, contextualized by
stipulated macro-historical and social systemic forces. We believe tha~ th~se ~osi~ions
- only one part of which, the postulation of para-ethnography and its implications,
has been examined in detail here - articulate a viable and coherent conception of
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The use of globalization is perhaps different compared to that of earlier similar
terms of symptomology in its intensity and comprehensiveness, as the favored term of

ethnography. This debate might focus on the phenomenological
bases of the
recognition and accessing of such a dimension of subjects' discourse and actions as

common focus among specializations, experts, and scholars in academia and elsewhere. This in itself establishes an important suggestion or clue in the re-envisioning

the "para-ethnographic";
it would focus on the nature and capacity ofthe faculty of
practical consciousness and whether anything about it could ever be equated with
"the scholastic point of view,":" the domain of distanced reflective reason which we
reserve for ourselves as academics. And if one were able to establish such collabora-

of ethnography
about the contemporary
affinities between anthropologists
and
expert subjects; the sharing of globalization discourse suggests the latter as counterpart rather than traditional "other" to the former. If the opening gambit of the
ethnography challenged by the symptom of the global is an orienting foray into some
strategically selected culture of expertise, then that milieu of fieldwork cannot be
treated conventionally or traditionally. Such experts are to be treated neither as
collateral colleagues helping to inform the framing for fieldwork to occur elsewhere,
nor as conventional "natives," as tokens of their cultures to be systematically
understood. Instead, they must be treated as subjects fully within the "multi-sited
field" itself What's left is for them to be treated "like" collaborators or partners in
research, a fiction to be sustained more or less strongly around the key issue of the
postulation of para-ethnography
as the object of research.
Whereas once the ethnographer in contemplating a culture could erase the
writings and perspectives of the missionary or colonial official from the scene of
fieldwork, today the corporate executive, the banker, the diplomat, the lawyer, or the
bureaucrat cannot be so erased; even if one retains interests beyond their purview,
The question is how to work within and through these domains of representation
and practice (by including "insider" fieldwork) in order to define with ethnographic
integrity of the "global" subject of one's interest. This ultimately is what is at stake in
trying to come to terms, in the exercise that this chapter offers, with the paraet~ographic dimensions of central bankers' practices. It is important to understand
this effort not as a contribution to the long-deferred and awaited anthropological
study of elites (as another item of categorical coverage after anthropology has studied
peasants, workers, tribals, and so on), which by this time is belated. Indeed, the object
of study is not the interior lives of experts as an elite as such, but rather to understand
their .frame, which we assimilate by collaboration and complicity, for a project of
tracking the global, being engaged with its dynamics from their orienting point
of VIew,
This sort of ethnographic interest
requires a rethinking of the ba .

and staging of research on the global field
.
d
'.
an regulative Ideals of the anthropological research .process. For us, this is the most urgent task; the pursuit of a global
anthropology With far-reaching implications for how the sort of knowledge form that
such ethnography produces takes shape.
SIC

assurrrptmng

The Warrant for the Postulation of the Para-Ethnographic
in Cultures of Expertise
We want merely to stipulate here the interesting debate that might ensue from our
postulation of the "para eth
hi "
k
- nograp JC as a ey construct in the design of multi-sited
248

tive relations with subjects on this level, what implications would this have for the
whole project of ethnography, where certain defining distances are closed berween
ethnographer and subject, at least in certain reaches of the domain of multi-sited
fieldwork? Not only is our proposal here based on these debates, but so is a whole
school of interpretative theory within the American tradition of cultural anthropology, in which the so-called native point of view has been valorized over the architecture of social relations as the emphasized object of study. In multi-sited research, the
social is not ignored, but it emerges in fieldwork from a priority concern with subject
models through a more active and explicit practice of collaboration in ethnography.
Recall here the strong images of these 1980s critiques - the central trope being
fieldwork strongly enacted by dialogue - where the anthropologist's informing ideas
and theories are challenged by informants - the relativizarion of the scholastic point

of view a la Pierre Bourdieu by upgrading the intellectual capacity of subjects, in the
terms in which the anthropologist is interested, This is to reassert that one of the
strongest images of the 1980s discussions was the idea of multiple authorship in any
ethnography. The informant became more active than he or she was ever thought to
be, involving an enhanced standing of native knowledge in its own forms, of the
dialogue settings from which it is accessed, of relationships that can generate
ethnography

with

equal

intellectual

capacity on both sides. There have been
exemplary texts in subsequent years th at h ave enacte d Jiust this kind, of relationship.
'
.
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of study can easily slip into being a sort of adviser or taking up the role improvised for
the ethnographer. We have seen this threat of seduction materialize in a number of
projects, where the researcher nearly joins the community of subjects as ethical
adviser or house anthropologist. This is an increasingly tempting role within such
research, and it appeals both to a sense of new personal opportunity as well as to
widespread desire for some sort of activist dimension to ethnographic work, along
with the dissatisfaction with the anticipated indifferent or merely positive, but not
sustained, reception to one's work by professional peers. The desire to shape work for
those who really understand it and care about it not only leads to a possible shift in
the nature of ethnography that maintains its professional boundaries by folding
dimensions of reception among subjects into its results, but threatens to motivate
the ethnographer

to work primarily with and for his expert subjects in developing

THE

RE-FUNCTIONING

OF ETHNOGRAPHY

fundamentally many of rhe norms and forms of the established model of fieldwork
and ethnographic writing.
At base, then,

the postulation

of the para-ethnographic

is a somewhat

veiled,

maybe even hesitant, overture to partnership or collaboration with our counterparts
found in the field. There is quite a bit of ambivalence in making this overture. It may
or may not work out. It is perhaps disturbing to think that we are more like some
managers of capitalism or some politicians than we would like to admit. The overture
may even be the path toward eventual betrayal, as the project eventually establishes
independence from the orienting, collaborative ethnography with counterparts. All
of this complexity in the reshaping of fieldwork relations in order to establish the
multi-sited field under the sign of the global symptom is conveyed, we believe,

a new technique for them, or a better analysis. So there is a potentially serious
problem in how critical perspective is redeemed once one develops a complex relation

by evoking the para-ethnographic
as the appropriate version of the interpretative
tradition of seeking to understand "native points of view." This postulation of the
para-ethnographic
seems perhaps anemically to arise as an extension from

with expert or elite subjecrs, Signaled by the postulation
the object of ethnography

the interpretative tradition, but it carries with it rather profound re-idenrificarions
of the fieldwork relationships that define and complicate ethnography.

of rhe para-ethnographic

as

The other option is to explore the social fields that expert imaginaries in the course
of practice evoke, in what we referred to as para-ethnography.
There are many
possible stories or outcomes of ethnography from this premise, but none that can
return to the strategy of demystifying critique, although the danger of slipping into
pure participation remains. It is the worldview, so to speak, of experts that is most

Raymond

wanted, their attempt to define a rapidly changing or evaporating

1981),164-165.

social field that is

intimately tied to and defined by their purposes. This is most often what the
ethnographer wants too, but not only this. An evolution of fieldwork from orienting
engagements with expertise also guarantees them independence from expert complicities. It is the literal and figurative movements away from the orienting focus on
expertise that make the ethics of multi-sited research really complicated,
also through
the ethical questions
themselves
posed by working
cross-cutting

commitments

but it is
through

that the reflexive and recursive shape of such fieldwork

projects emerges. The knowledge

product of ethnographic

Notes

research must thus arise

from contending with the complicities that materializing the multi-sited design of
ethnography entails, and any focused object of critique secured by the distance of the
constructed ~ro.fessional role of fieldwork can no longer be relied upon.
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THE DISCIPLINE OF
SPECULATORS
CAITLIN ZALOOM

Financial speculators

do business with individual traders from London to Singapore,

yet they enter into global capital flows that they understand as a single aggregate
entity called the market. For futures traders who make their living interacting with
this financial power, the market is an object with an existence separate from and
larger than the sum of its individual participants. It is "an object of attachment" that
is both their source of profits and a judge of their personal worth. I Traders consistently describe the market as the highest authority. For traders, these speculators told
me, "The market is always right."
Joshua Geller, a manager at the London dealing firm (LDF), where I worked in
2000 as both a trader and an anthropologist, stated his view that the market acts as an
instrument of the divine" "We don't know value. Only God knows value." Geller
points to worth as something obscured and absolute that partakes in sacred authority.
Yet every day Geller and his trainees work to fmd the value of financial commodities
by identifying their price. In the language of economics, furores markets perform
"price discovery," assigning a monetary value to a financial product.f In Geller's
formulation, this is an act of engaging God.
Geller provides a potent description of traders' relationship to the financial
domain. The market holds absolute truths. It determines traders' financial fates,
and it acts as the arbiter of the speculators'

moral worth. Geller told me that in the

market. "You test yourself every single day. You either made money or you lost
money. I'm a good person 01' I'm a bad person." This widely held understanding
directs traders

to adhere

indiVidual trader's

closely to the norms

relarionslup

to the marker.

of speculation

the

To enter into exchange with the

markel, traders submit to a set of strictures they call "discipline."
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